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Brackets need to be mounted onto a firm surface, such as architrave or window frame. If mounting to another
surface you will need to gain advice from your local hardware store for special plugs or anchors depending on the
mounting surface type. For Timber, pre-drill holes and use the included screws.
Positioning Brackets
The end brackets need to be mounted approximately 20-30mm in from the ends for either face or recess fit,
depending on the type you ordered. Make sure that the brackets will not interfere with the operation of the tilt
mechanisms inside the top of the blind head rail.
Position extra brackets (if supplied) across the window, there shouldn’t ever be more than 90cm between each
bracket. When installing for recess fit, make sure the brackets are positioned in a straight line with each other.
Mounting Blind
Place the front hooks of the brackets to the inside front edge of the head rail. Rotate the head rail up into the rear of
the bracket and lock into place.
Large blinds may require an additional person to help get them in without damaging them.

Hold Down Clips
These are optional, but we recommend hold down clips are mounted to secure the base of the blind. When
mounting the clips, do not place too much tension on the blind, allow for some slight movement. Place the pin into
the end of the base rail of the blind and lock into the brackets mounted to the base of the window frame.
Fit Child Safety Device
Place the cleat provided so it is no lower than 1.6m from the ground, and ensure you are
drilling into a firm surface such as a timber architrave or window frame.
Mark the screw hole with a pencil & pre-drill (the drill bit should be approximately half
the thickness of the screw). This will avoid the timber cracking.
Screw the clip firmly into place.
WARNING
To avoid creating a possible strangulation hazard for children, the corded internal window covering must be installed
in such a way that loose cord or ball chain cannot form a loop 220mm or longer as measured along the perimeter of
the cord. It should be secured at a height of more than 1600mm above floor level to ensure child safety. A cord or
ball chain guide may be installed lower than 1600mm above floor level, if the cord or ball chain is sufficiently secured
or tensioned to prevent a loop of 220mm or longer being formed. If the cord or ball chain guide is installed lower
than 1600mm above floor level, it must be installed so as to: A. prevent a child from being able to remove the cord
or ball chain and; B. prevent a loop of 220mm or longer from being formed.

